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On March 29, 2010, the U.S. Supreme Court heard oral argument in Morrison v. 
National Australia Bank Ltd., No. 08-01191 (U.S. filed Mar. 25 2009), a so-called "F-
Cubed" securities class action in which a foreign issuer is sued by foreign plaintiffs 
who bought their securities on a foreign exchange. Morrison is of major significance 
to multinational corporations, particularly those with subsidiaries in the United 
States, because it presents an opportunity for the Supreme Court to decide whether, 
and to what extent, the implied private right of action under Section 10(b) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange Act) and Rule 10b-5 thereunder applies 
to instances of alleged transnational fraud. 

While a decision is not expected until late Spring or early Summer, the oral 
argument provides considerable insight into the likely outcome of the case and the 
potential scope of the Court's opinion. Although there are several different rationales 
the Court may embrace, oral argument suggests that the Justices will most likely 
limit "F-Cubed" litigation and provide some form of workable guidance to lower 
courts as to the extraterritorial reach of the private right of action under Section 
10(b).

Background 

Morrison involves a putative class action brought by Australian investors who 
purchased shares of National Australia Bank (NAB) and now claim that the bank 
engaged in securities fraud. (The case originally included some U.S. ADR investors, 
but they were dismissed for failure to show damages.) NAB is Australia's largest 
bank; it is organized under Australian law; and its ordinary shares trade on 
Australian and other foreign exchanges, but not on any exchange in the United 
States.

In 1998, NAB acquired HomeSide Lending, a mortgage service provider located in 
Florida. Plaintiffs claim that HomeSide deliberately overvalued its mortgage portfolio 
through inflated valuations, and then transmitted these false valuations to Australia, 
where they were incorporated into NAB's public filings. In 2001, NAB announced two 
massive write-downs (of $450 million and $1.75 billion) that led NAB's shares to fall 
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by 5 and 13 percent, respectively. Plaintiffs claim that they and other class members 
suffered economic loss as a result of the decline in value of NAB's stock, and that 
these losses were due to false and misleading statements made regarding 
HomeSide. 

The district court dismissed the suit as lacking subject-matter jurisdiction, and the 
Second Circuit affirmed. Applying its settled test for determining when the Exchange 
Act should apply to transnational securities fraud, the Second Circuit examined 
whether sufficient wrongful conduct had occurred in the United States to trigger 
Section 10(b). The court of appeals concluded that the conduct central to the alleged 
fraud was that of NAB, which occurred entirely overseas, and that any falsification of 
information by HomeSide was too attenuated from plaintiffs' alleged injury. While 
HomeSide was the original source of allegedly erroneous numbers, the Second 
Circuit observed, those numbers were not disseminated directly to NAB's investors. 
Instead, they had to pass through NAB's internal accounting and reporting processes 
before being incorporated into the NAB financial statements relied upon by investors. 

Plaintiffs successfully petitioned the Supreme Court for review, despite the Solicitor 
General's opposition. 

Summary of Issues 

Morrison represents the first time the Supreme Court has confronted "F-cubed" 
litigation. As such, the Court's opinion should provide important guidance about the 
application of the U.S. securities laws to fraud claims where significant conduct 
occurred abroad; the ability of foreign investors to bring securities class actions in 
the United States; and the regulatory jurisdiction of U.S. securities laws. 

While the formal question framed for the Court is whether the limitations stemming 
from the transnational nature of the fraud deprive U.S. courts of subject matter 
jurisdiction, all agree that the real issue facing the Court is the transnational reach, if 
any, of the implied private right of action under the Exchange Act. This question, in 
turn, requires the Court to consider whether to adopt some version of the malleable 
"conduct" test utilized by the courts of appeals, which measures whether the alleged 
fraudulent conduct contained a sufficient domestic aspect. Or, the Court may instead 
adopt a bright-line rule that would preclude any class action where the securities in 
question were purchased on a foreign exchange, or a subset of such actions where 
plaintiffs are foreigners. 

Finally, the Court may also confront the question of whether the language of the 
Exchange Act itself imposes constraints on the ability of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) to bring enforcement actions premised on alleged transnational 
securities fraud. 

Oral Argument 

Two facts seem clear from the argument. First, the Justices are almost certain to 
conclude that the extraterritorial application of the Exchange Act is not a question of 
subject matter jurisdiction, but instead one of the scope of statutory coverage. Both 
parties, as well as the Solicitor General, were in agreement on that point, and the 
answer was largely pre-determined by the Supreme Court's recent decisions on 
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subject matter jurisdiction, such as Arbaugh v. Y&H Corp., 546 U.S. 500, 515 
(2006).

Second, none of the eight Justices hearing the case (Justice Sotomayor recused 
herself) seemed particularly sympathetic to the Australian petitioners. To the 
contrary, a number of the Justices were downright skeptical about petitioners' claim 
that the fraudulent conduct in this case had a significant domestic component. As 
Justice Ginsburg succinctly observed, the case "has 'Australia' written all over it—it 
has an "Australian plaintiff, Australian defendant, shares purchased in Australia." 
Echoing that comment, Justice Alito pointed out that petitioners "have an adequate 
remedy under Australian law in Australia, in the Australian court system." And, 
Justice Scalia viewed the connection between the alleged fraudulent conduct, which 
took place in Florida, and the actual violation of Section 10(b), which occurred in 
Australia, as too attenuated to result in liability, observing that "[t]he only 
misrepresentation to these [Australian] plaintiffs was made in Australia by an 
Australian company." 

The Court instead spent the majority of the argument struggling to come up with a 
workable test for determining when transnational conduct should be privately 
actionable under the Exchange Act. The Justices appeared concerned about the 
prospect of opening U.S. courts to securities disputes with only an insubstantial 
connection to the United States. And the Justices appeared mindful of the potential 
friction that a far-reaching private right of action under the Exchange Act could 
create with foreign countries that have elected different regulatory and litigation 
regimes with respect to securities violations—a point pressed by NAB's counsel and 
emphasized in numerous amici briefs filed by foreign governments. As Justice Breyer 
observed, many elements of U.S. class actions are alien to Australia, such as 
punitive damages, the absence of fee shifting, and opt-out provisions. Likewise, 
Justice Kennedy—emphasizing the burden of discovery in U.S. securities litigation—
inquired whether foreign countries viewed the discovery process alone as causing 
offense, so that the transnational limitations would need to be applicable at the 
pleading stage. At the same time, Justice Breyer cautioned that the concern about 
international comity should not be taken too far—as he put it, prosecuting 
reprehensible fraud that occurs in the United States does not hurt other countries. 

While the Justices seemed inclined to limit private plaintiffs' ability to sue for 
transnational securities fraud, they were uncertain as to how tightly to close the 
doors of U.S. courthouses. One option—advocated by petitioners and some amici—
was to establish a bright-line "foreign exchange" rule, which would prohibit suits 
premised on foreign securities purchased on foreign exchanges. Both Justices 
Stevens and Breyer, however, seemed uncomfortable with the fact that such a rule 
could preclude suits by U.S. citizens in cases where the fraudulent conduct took 
place predominantly in the United States. 

But the related concern that whatever test the Court articulates be capable of 
principled application by lower courts animated many of the Justices. They sharply 
questioned the Assistant Solicitor General, who argued that U.S. courts should 
consider private securities actions for transnational securities fraud where such fraud 
"involves significant and material conduct in the United States" and the plaintiff can 
"establish a direct causal link between the defendant's violation and his own 
economic injury." Chief Justice Roberts viewed the test as having "a lot of moving 
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parts"—so many that its complicated nature would defeat the entire purpose of 
setting forth a test in the first place. Justice Scalia echoed this view, believing that 
the Solicitor General was proposing a "totality of circumstances" test that is 
inappropriate for determining the statute's scope. Both the Chief Justice and Justice 
Breyer thought the test would not provide a clear answer as to whether a court 
would have authority to consider a transnational Section 10(b) claim. 

Finally, some of the Justices, such as Justice Ginsburg, were skeptical about the 
Solicitor General's distinction between private litigants, which the government 
argued could bring a suit only upon showing a direct causal link between the 
violation and the injury, and the SEC, which could initiate an enforcement action 
whenever the fraudulent activity contained "significant and material" domestic 
conduct. Other Justices, such as Justice Scalia, appear to believe that the Court 
could resolve the present case without addressing the thorny issue of what quantum 
of conduct could permit the SEC to bring its own enforcement action alleging 
transnational fraud—a point conceded by the Solicitor General. 

Possible Outcomes 

The oral argument strongly suggests that the Court will affirm the Second Circuit's 
decision and rule that the Australian investors' suit may not proceed in U.S. courts. 
The argument also left little doubt that the Court will clarify that transnational limits 
are not jurisdictional. It was less clear, however, what rationale the Justices would 
adopt. While the argument illuminated a number of possibilities, it is most likely that 
a majority of the Court will proceed in one of two manners. 

First, the Court may establish a rule that a private securities class action involving 
foreign investors and stock traded exclusively on foreign exchanges cannot be 
brought in the United States. The Court's recent decisions in the area of securities 
litigation, such as Stoneridge Inv. Partners, LLC v. Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., 552 U.S. 
148 (2008), Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd., 551 U.S. 308 (2007), and 
Dura Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Broudo, 544 U.S. 336 (2005), exhibit a trend toward 
narrowing the implied private right of action under Section 10(b) and support such a 
ruling. And the receptivity of many Justices towards an easily administrable bright-
line test, combined with strong argument by NAB and amici that the Exchange Act 
was never meant to cover securities sold on foreign exchanges, suggests that the 
Court may adopt a strict "foreign exchange" test and foreclose such suits. Some of 
the Justices, however, were concerned about the results of such a categorical test, 
and would be inclined to take a more measured step, by at least permitting suits by 
U.S. nationals who purchased foreign securities on a foreign exchange. 

Second, the Court may instead adopt a multi-factor test, such as the one advocated 
by the Solicitor General. The Solicitor General's approach has the benefit of leaving 
existing law regarding the extraterritorial application of the securities laws relatively 
unchanged, however, the Justices appeared to doubt whether such an amorphous 
test could be applied by lower courts in a consistent manner. The Justices also may 
be concerned that the test would embroil them in a continuing effort to define its 
contours in subsequent cases. On the other hand, a multi-factor test would enable 
the Court to shape this area of law in a gradual manner, refining its approach in 
order to strike some balance between concerns of foreign comity and the need to 
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ensure that the United States does not become a safe haven for international 
securities fraud. 

Finally, a related issue to watch is whether the Court will expressly or impliedly draw 
any distinction between enforcement actions brought by the SEC and actions brought 
by private litigants, imposing more stringent limitations on the latter. The Court has 
previously recognized the greater latitude allowed the SEC in prosecuting securities 
fraud as compared to private litigants. The Court, moreover, has been generally 
skeptical about implied private rights of action, and so may be predisposed to 
reading the implied right of action under Section 10(b) narrowly. Alternately, the 
Court may try to resolve the case on relatively narrow grounds, without reaching the 
question of the Exchange Act's scope and the corresponding limits on the SEC's 
regulatory jurisdiction. 

Whichever test the Court adopts, and whatever it may say or not say about the 
SEC's parallel enforcement powers, it appears likely the Court's decision in Morrison
will curtail private F-Cubed securities litigation to some degree. This should be 
welcome news for multinational corporations operating in the United States. 
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